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As Readers … We will continue to bring home a reading 

book that we can read several times to help build our 

confidence in sounding out and blending. We will share a range 

of Fiction, non-fiction and poetry books as a class, to help 

children learn new vocabulary linked to our new challenge 

curriculum question: Do all types of transport need wheels? 

We will also continue with our daily Read Write Inc Sessions 

where we will start to learn new special friend sounds. 

As Writers… We will continue to practise forming individual 

letters on our whiteboards, during phonics sessions.  We will 

use our phonics knowledge to help us start to form, short 

phrases and sentences. 

  
 

As Mathematicians… 
We will follow our White Rose Maths scheme of work which 

plans for exciting and practical sessions linked in with stories 

and songs. This half-term we will focus on introducing 0 and 

building on last terms knowledge of the composition of 5 and 

comparing numbers 1-5. We will then move on to looking at and 

comparing 6,7, and 8. 

Stories we will be used to help the children understand 

number, are:  Room on the Broom and A Squash and a Squeeze 

by Julia Donaldson.  

We will be singing Five current buns, Five little ducks and 

Alice the camel! 

 
 

As Sports Stars… We will be exploring Gymnastics. Rosen 

will learn about jumping, rolling and balancing. They will learn to 

perform different types of jumps and balances on the floor and on 

different gymnastics equipment. We will initiate new combinations of 

movement and gesture in order to express and respond to feelings, 

ideas and experiences. We will experiment with different ways of 

moving and we will learn how to jump off an object and to land 

appropriately. They will also learn different types of rolls, which 

they will practise and perform in the gymnastic sequences they 

create.  The children will learn to evaluate their own and their peers’ 

performances. 

As Artists / As Designers… 

As designers we will make a rocket/ hot air balloon or 

something else that goes in the air using junk materials.  We 

will use different materials to make a collage of different 

vehicles we will then talk about and explain what we made.  We 

will learn about the local artist Brian Pollard and link it to our 

Transport topic. We will then recreate our own Brian Pollard 

inspired painting and we think about adding main features such 

as a lighthouse / the sea and local features etc. As actors we 

will spend time in the Train Station Role-Play and act out going 

on a journey: we would try and find out… Where would we go? 

How would we get there? What would we need to take? 

 

  

 

As Theologians… 
We will share What times/ stories are special to us and why. 
As part of a group, we will talk about our favourite memories 
so far. We will have time to share our favourite story and 
explain what it means to us. We will share different bible 
stories and think about which ones are our favourites. We will 
also share stories used in other religions and faiths. 

 

As Musicians… 

As Musicians we will continue to use Charanga to explore 

the topics of family, friends and music from around the 

world: here the focus will be on exploring animals, jungle, 

minibeasts and night and day. We will continue to sing 

songs as part of our daily routine and in our maths learning. 

As Scientists… 
Following our Learning Challenge Curriculum Question: Do all 

types of transport need wheels? The children will be 

encouraged to experiment with different toy vehicles and 

observe how they move, float or fly. They will use their 

observations to answer simple questions. 

 

As Historians… 
We will look at vehicles from the past by looking at photos 

and video clips and compare them with vehicles we use today. 

We will discuss their uses and how they have helped 

significant people travel around the world. 

 

As pupils…(PSHE) As caring members of the 

community, we will think about our dreams and goals and 

how we can achieve them. We will think about obstacles 

that we might need to overcome and strategies for 

overcoming them. 

 

As Programmers etc (ICT) We will think about how we 

can stay safe using technology. 

We will also look at how technology is used in our environment 

such as traffic lights and sirens. We will also continue to use 

Purple Mash. 


